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Inspection is one of the key services offered by the Department of Labor and Employment. As such, this service is very often revised and updated to
adapt to the ever-changing working world. In 2004, Department Order No. 5704 provided a redeﬁned set of guidelines for inspections that were entitled as Labor Enforcment Frameworks. These guidelines would provide time schedules,
criteria, codes of conduct, and quota for the inspections such as the yearly Routine Inspection and ‘upon ﬁled complaint only’ Complaint Inspections. Training
and Advisory Visits (TAV) would be made for companies with 10 employees
or below followed by the inspector’s monitoring while establishments while a

IT’S GETTING BETTER UNTIL IT’S BEST:
THE LABOR LAWS COMPLIANCE SYSTEM
Self-Assessment via a provided checklist will act as the alternative for those
with two hundred workers or more. The inspectors’ ﬁndings will be then issued in Notices of Inspection Results.
However, it was discovered in the decade that followed that these
vague guidelines may be difﬁcult to carry out - so in 2013, another revision was made. No longer referred to as the guidelines concerning inspections, Department Order No. 131-13 provided solid rules for the visitorial
and enforcement powers of the Department, thusly renaming the Inspection
program as the Labor Laws Compliance System. The Routine Inspection was
also renamed as Joint Assessment while Complaint Inspections became Compliance Visits - furthermore, the Inspectors would now be referred to as Labor
Laws Compliance Ofﬁcers (LLCOs).
The role of the Management-Workers Representative was put into
effect. In lieu of an LLCO, these reps may conduct the inspections via a
checklist similar to a self-assessment. - saving time and energy A timeline
was also provided for the provision of inspection services. For reps that have
classiﬁed, via the checklist, their establishments as vulnerable to ‘imminent
danger’, services may be immediately rendered without delay. If ﬁnances,
salaries, or the like are concerned, a period of 10 days may be allotted for
LLCOs to act. For other ﬁndings, a maximum of 3 months may be dispensed
before any LLCS execution.
It is with a happier note that we ended 2013 with DOLE RO VI outperforming almost all others in the implementation of the Labor Standards
Enforcement Program. DOLE ROVI proudly salutes its inspectors!
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During the last Labor Month
celebration, May 10th 2013 was the
date for the planning workshop and
conceptualizing of the OJT Manual. ON-THE-JOB TRAINING:
With the above-mentioned probGETTING THE JOB
lems in mind, this manual will proDONE
vide guidelines as to how to proceed
with these trainings so as to develop
work skills for the students without jeopardizing the delicateness of lems encountered, and possible soOn-the-Job Trainings are work in the institutions.
lutions have been identiﬁed and advenues for graduating students to
dressed.
develop the necessary skills for
The OJT Manual will comemployment. Or so the ideal goes. prehensively cover the roles and
In partnership with the
Most of the time, OJT students are responsibilities of the students, the CHED and TESDA, the OJT Manunot provided enough opportunity schools, the parents, and the host- al will be used across schools from
to develop the said skills given that company as well as provide guide- the public and private higher educawork done in most ofﬁces are too lines for monitoring and evaluating tion institution (HEI) while partner
technical; they are instead made to student-trainers’ progress.
agencies of the DOLE will promote
run errands or assigned to menial
the same to the institutions. As a
tasks. As such, students often enter
During the 2nd Regional Ca- combined effort from educational
the working world without these reer Advocacy Congress (RCAC) and business institutions, the OJT
skills and this issue has been con- last September 18th 2013, the Manual is part of Project Jobsﬁt: the
stantly raised by schools and insti- manual was ofﬁcially launched and DOLE 2020 Vision in which the actutions alike. This problem is attrib- turned over to Honorable DOLE ademes provide what the industries
uted to the lack of proper guidelines Undersecretary Danilo P. Cruz require in an efﬁciently organized
in the conduct of the OJT.
and Bureau of Local Employment and adaptively productive supply(BLE) Director Dominique R. Tut- and-demand process.
ay. To solidify its public exposure,
the OJT Manual was re-launched on
December 6, 2013 during the DOLE
80th Anniversary Celebration cum
Job Fair at Robinson’s Place Iloilo.
With the constant gathering
of information through workshops
and seminars, the OJT Manual is
written out of the relevant, concurrent, and contextualized data found
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The world is made up of individuals and, in this sense, every man
becomes an island aﬂoat in the vastness of the ocean. In our everyday lives,
our singular actions are lost in the hustle and bustle; only very rarely can
something so grandiose come about in this regard.
However, when we come together, when we join one another, when
the islands form an archipelago – great things are certain to happen. That is
the story of Joe Marie C. Agriam, entrepreneur-extraordinaire and DOLE
partner.

PARTNERS,
BY THE SCHEME OF THINGS
Overcoming ﬁnancial struggles, Joeboy (as his friends call him)
landed a job in the National Food Authority (NFA) and would keep it for
13 years before retiring from government service to try his hand at entrepreneurship, founding and running the most prominent Ilonggo lifestyle
magazine, Cream.
This enterprise has given Joeboy invaluable insight in the world of
business. He would use this leadership, self-discipline, and charisma in all
his ventures, becoming the President of the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) – Iloilo Chapter. As part of the Regional Tripartite Industrial Peace Council (TIPC), Joeboy and the DOLE look after the
welfare of the employers and workers. His performance would benchmark
leadership and entrepreneurial standards for years to come. This feat will
eventually earn him the Outstanding Ilonggo Award in 2012. As one of
the DOLE’s most active collaborators, Joeboy summarizes his admonitory
success with the DOLE in one word: partnership.
Through Joeboy’s performance, several Job Fairs, seminars, and
forums have been successfully conducted with the employers united under
his leadership. However, Joeboy acknowledges that collaboration alone
is not enough. His partnership with the DOLE is built on integrity, compromise, and social dialogue, instigating numerous coactions in projects,
programs, and successful negotiations.
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The PCCI and the DOLE have worked together through the years
to better improve labor and employment in the region. Through Joeboy’s
partnership, an exemplary level of prosperity has been achieved between
the government, the employees, and the employers.
Joeboy’s term as chairman has ended last December 2013 but he
is still very much maintaining active performance in the PCCI and the
DOLE.

“DOLE programs are
concrete, fair, and compromising.
These attributes are worth
supporting.”
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It is during Chess tournaments that a profound level of silence can be experienced. These
matches can last throughout the day
and not a dozen words may be spoken. It is the skill of thinking quietly
and then letting your actions speak
for you.
In his childhood, Michael
Gison learned to play Chess outside
a sari-sari store – to this date, he has
maintained a Chess player’s poise,
calm, and efﬁciency.
Commonly referred to as
Mike by his friends or Nonoy by
his relatives, the silent man of the
DOLE is often difﬁcult to read –
and therefore often misread. Very
few are capable of reaching out
across his collective composure in
the workplace. Mike is not wholly
acceptant of that remark, saying that
people very rarely get a chance to
know a different side of him outside
of the workplace. When it is time to
work – it is time to work.

Formerly assigned to the
DOLE Antique Field Ofﬁce, Mike
experienced work as a front-liner.
He was assigned to the SPES, FWP,
DILP, and OSH Inspeection as well
as having undergone designations
as Accountant and Labor Communications ofﬁcer. His work in the
ﬁeld helped him to experience life
and other people as he walked under the sun or rode in a habal-habal
to establishments for inspections.
Friendly and unfriendly people
were met along the way and mike creditation of safety practitioners.
has kept his quiet coolness through As a mechanical engineer, Mike’s
all that.
motivation was once in the full
practice of his profession. Easily
surpassing targets and objectives,
he does not consider commendations and praise as a motivating factor. But as time went on, his family and the grateful gestures of the
clients became the best motive for
his impeccable work standards and
habits.
Now assigned in the ReAcross the deadlines and
gional Ofﬁce as a Senior Labor and
Employment Ofﬁcer (LEO), Mike’s meetings, voluminous work and
exemplary work as Program Man- multiple destinations at a time,
ager on Labor Standards is best Mike’s poise is still cool, calm, and
described as a chess player’s rep- collected. Though long-retired from
ertoire. Carefully planning, strate- the game, Mike has learnt much; his
gically advancing, and acting only way of working and the strategy itwhen the time is right, Mike has self speaks so much about his selfhelped to secure the metaphorical conﬁdence and inner strength. No
board and further the DOLE’s cause one has ever won a game of Chess
of decent and productive employ- shouting and running around - and
ment for all. He is also assigned in Mike has always been the type of
the issuance of certiﬁcates of pend- person who prefers to sit down and
ing or no pending cases and the ac- take his time and silence.

A GAME
OF CHESS
WITH MIKE
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A DOSE
OF
ANTIQUEÑO
COUNSELING

With the coming of the
‘Kto12’ curriculum, CALM Network Antique has conducted trainings for guidance counselors which
include the Child Protection Program, Gender and Development
techniques, and Emotional Learning Support.

Members of CALM Network Antique are made to attend
capability attending activities and
trainings conducted by partnered
government agencies such as the
DOLE and DepEd. Such a partnership has furthermore provided insights in and access to labor market
information which they may then
That is not the case in the
apply in their counseling techniques
province of Antique. A group of
for more relevant and concise adguidance counselors and life coachvise.
es have taken it upon themselves
to organize the Career Advocactes,
As of the moment, CALM
Life Coaches, and Mentors NetNetwork Antique is focusing on the
work (CALM Network) Antique,
dissemination of information, trainInc. Founded on July 19, 2012
ing, and counseling on the ‘Kto12’
through Division Memo No. 83 S.
curriculum. They are planning on
2012, CALM Network Antique has
sumarrily one very simply objective: advocacy of proper career and
life guidance to clients.
Counseling is often an overlooked aspect in our daily lives.
The anxiety-releasing experience of
conversation and guidance becomes
a luxury at best and such a commodity is often out of reach for those living outside highly-urbanized cities.

The CALM Network Antique has facilitated the Memorandum of Agreement signing between
the DOLE and DepEd Antique so as
to easier provide vital labor market
information to high schools and colleges in Antique, subsequently conducting multiple career guidance
programs in said schools.

facilitating the conduct of a Career
Fair as well as to circularize Career Guidance Programs in schools
- all the while hoping to gain more
than their current 44 members (8 of
whom are PRC Registered Counselors).
CALM Network Antique
believes that the children are the
future. Despite the difﬁcult tasks
ahead, they are conﬁdent and ready.
It has been a hard 2 years for the
young organization but, now that
they are gaining momentum, it will
only be a matter of time before they
reap great results.
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